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The paper deals with the shear displacements and the shear strength of a large deep-

seated landslide occurring in a tectonized clay shale outcropping in the Southern 

Apennines.  Shear displacements were measured by means of manual and fixed-in- 

place probes in several inclinometer tubes. The shear strength was evaluated in 

laboratory, in the course of direct and ring shear tests carried out by either controlled 

displacement rate or controlled shear forces. 

 

The Costa della Gaveta landslide occurs close to the town of Potenza in a 

tectonized clay shale formation. The displacements of the landslide are being monitored 

with continuity since 2005 with several types of techniques. Up to 38 m deep, the 

landslide is from very slow to extremely slow. In the middle of the track, the 

displacement rates are in the order of one cm/year, with the average displacement rate 

decreasing in the downslope direction. The landslide foot is the slowest part. Although, 

as years go by, the contribution of internal strains to total displacements can no longer 

be considered negligible, the kinematics in most of the track essentially corresponds to 

localized sliding, as typical of active deep-seated slides in stiff clays and clay shales. 

The analysis of the inclinometer tube deformations in the middle of the track suggests 

that the localized displacements occur in a very narrow band, probably about 0.5 m 

thick.  

The displacement rates, computed with reference to very short time intervals 

thanks to the fixed-in-place probe measurements,  always attained very small values, 

with minimums and maximums differing of less than an order of magnitude. Actually, 

in the monitoring period, the movements have never stopped, even in dry periods, 



suggesting the occurrence of viscous displacements in addition to those reasonably due 

to pore pressure variations.  

The large displacements of this old landslide and the regularity of its slip surface 

suggest that post-peak shear strength should be available on the slip surface. 

Accordingly, the strength available on the slip surface determined by limit equilibrium 

analysis  is close to the residual strength determined by laboratory tests on the material 

extracted from the landslide body. Under the hypothesis that the displacements occur in 

a narrow shear band in residual conditions, it is interesting to analyze which kind of 

phenomena can give them the viscous character. 

Laboratory results put in evidence two different causes by which specimens pre-

sheared to the residual conditions can exhibit a creep-like behaviour (i.e. time-

dependent under constant effective stress). The first is a decrease in pore solution 

concentration, the second is a consequence of strength regain.  

As for the first cause, a number of experimental results show that the mechanical 

behaviour of the considered landslide material is strongly influenced by pore fluid 

composition. In particular, the residual strength decreases noticeably when the pore 

solution concentration decreases. The considered material is a marine origin clay shale. 

The current pore solution concentration has been evaluated to be much lower than the 

probable original one and apparently it is still decreasing because of exposure to rain 

water.  A consequent slow continuous decrease in strength could explain why the 

landslide has not yet come to a stop. 

As for the second cause, creep test results relative to specimens pre-sheared to the 

residual condition showed that for shear stresses lower than the residual strength, only 

primary creep occurs. For shear stress slightly higher that the residual strength,  some 

specimens exhibit a short primary creep, then a long secondary creep, followed by a 

fast tertiary creep and failure. The hypothesis of a strength regain can explain why the 

failure is achieved by a long creep process. Such a hypothesis is confirmed, for the 

considered material, by shear tests carried out by means of the Casagrande shear box, 

the Bishop and the Bromhead ring shear machines. The results show that, apparently, 

when the shearing process stops for some days, a small strength regain occurs, without 

significant consolidation. In theory, if a strength regain occurs also on the landslide slip 

surface on which the residual condition has been experimented, then - under a shear 

stress equal to or greater than the residual strength – movement can occur by a creep 

mechanism.   


